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CASE STUDY IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
NAME: (you should write the full name of the project)
LOCATION: (you can write the district, city, country information)
YEAR: (you can write the construction years such as 1950-1955)
GROSS FLOOR AREA: (total area of floors)
BUILDING LOT AREA: (total area of ground floor construction)
FLOOR AREA RATIO: (gross floor area / building lot area)
SOCIAL HOUSING TYPE: (public housing, company housing, municipal housing, state lodging,
cooperative housing, temporary housing etc.)
PROJECT OWNER: (the company, institution, non-profit organization or people who built)
USER TYPOLOGY: (the types of inhabitants, locals, indigenous people, low-income people, working
class people, middle-class people, disabled people, single people etc.)
LEGISLATIVE GROUND: (housing policy for the construction and realization of the project)
FINANCING: (the institution, non-profit organization or bank which provide funding of the project)
SOCIAL HOUSING STATUS: (which conditions to settle in social housing, rental, private apartments
etc.)
SOCIAL HOUSING PERIOD: (for how many years to live in a social housing unit)
HOUSING TYPOLOGY: (single-family housing, multi-family housing block, detached housing, row
housing, perimeter block, high-rise residential block etc.)
DENSITY: (low density, medium density, high density etc.)
NUMBER OF FLOORS:
NUMBER OF HOUSING UNITS:
TYPES OF HOUSING UNITS: (studio, 1+1 etc.)
TYPES OF SOCIAL FACILITIES: (cafeterias, kindergartens etc.)
CURRENT STATUS: (still occupied as social housing etc.)
REGENERATION: (if there is a regeneration, which type of regeneration is conducted, destruction,
conservation and sustainability issues etc.)
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Note that:
1) Everybody has to use the A1 poster format given in the course’s website under Course Documents
menu.
2) Everybody has to use the above-given identification coda for each project. Try to find all information
required, you will be graded according to amount, accuracy and consistency of the information you
submitted for the case study identification data.
3) Everybody has to write on his/her own a project information paragraph of 300 words. You can divide
the paragraph in small paragraphs under the illustrations or you can write a total paragraph to describe
the general information of the project. You will be graded over the information you provided for the
project description paragraph.

SUBMISSION FORMAT
A1 posters (to hang vertically) including the case study identification information given above,
project description paragraph, Google Earth site plan of the project, drawings of the project (plans,
sections, elevations, conceptual diagrams and 3D perspectives and illustrations) and photographs of
the project.
You will be graded 40% points over all the information and illustrative data you will provide according
to the given format above.
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